January 1, 2014
Season’s Greetings and Happy New Year from Shillong. Hope you are all well.
Wow, our second New Year in a row celebrated here at Orina. We have not left Meghalaya since the
last update, although we have repeatedly planned to do so, there being so much to see in nearby lands,
but we ended up being too busy on the remodel and publishing and distributing our 2014 Wall
Calendar, and, besides, there’s always lots to see and do here!
We are now between seasons - this New Year’s morn starting out like a Santa Barbara one, with crystal
clear beautiful blue skies, low humidity and no wind. Colder though here than there, with frost on the
lawn. And with no insulation in the house, a chore each morning to generate heat to take the chill off.
I burned my first coal ever in our fireplaces – it has a distinct smell. It isn’t readily available here
anymore, but we found a pile of it behind the shed where it had lain for 30 years, and we fired it up.
Monolith Festival
The first annual Monolith Festival took place in Mawphlong to celebrate all things Khasi. Monoliths,
elongate stones, sometimes of huge proportions, planted upright, sometimes in patterns, sometimes
with raised flat stone slabs incorporated, litter the landscape and are something Khasis are famous for.
But no one really knows why they were erected, or even when. The Khasi language remained unwritten
till the 1800s when Welch missionaries put an alphabet together, so early records are scant.

Now, monoliths are pretty much used just as photo backdrops and as graphic images, like on the back
of the Bishop’s Cloak.
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The two-day festival was replete with an archery competition – which is very Khasi.

As is the betting on archery that goes with it. All over town there are betting stations where daily
archery competition takes the place of horse and dog races.
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Once I was spied by the sharp-eyed archers, arrows were shot at me in the hopes of bagging a phareng
(foreigner), but just as I was about to use Ri and the boys as a human shield,

the warriors noticed a Mumbai actress who had apparently used way too much FairLook and was
bleached as white as a phareng, so they fell upon her, while the BBC documented the bizarre event.
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Traditional huts had been built by each of the Khasi localities (himas) featuring building and cooking
techniques, metal smithing, histories, and bevies of beauties. Here’s the Hima Shella contingent in front
of their hut showing off a kind of boat they use.

There was dancing in a plethora of costumes to that krazy Khasi beat. (Aibor and Arri – this is your
parent’s speaking – “We hope and pray to one day see you out there, in full warrior garb, dancing!”)
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And when they did the rain dance it actually started raining!

And of course there was cooking and eating, which Khasis do with particular zeal. Here’s the front of
the house, as we say in the biz,

and on the next page is the back of the house.
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This bowl of yummies looks better on the video as these things are all squirming about!

Some young Garo and Naga touristas sample the delicacies – in this case, whole fried frogs.
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And I couldn’t help but feel that these lovely ladies were sizing fatboy up to make a phareng curry, their
only concern being one of logistics – did they have a pot big enough?
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Bolti and Sunny
First, let me proudly announce the Boyz both passed their exams and have progressed to the next grade
level. It was a nail biter - in one case by just 2 tenths of one percent - but they made it! Now the task is
to find them a tutor who can help them continue to catch up, as I really cannot afford the kind of time
I put into their schooling last semester – up to 4 hours a day, seven days a week. Not that I didn’t enjoy
the challenge and their company, it’s just that I have more pressing matters to attend to - like I need to
return to the US this Spring/Summer.
The Boyz are on their winter break now till mid-February. We took them to the Monolith Festival to
make sure they understood they have a heritage and a distinct culture which needs preservation. They
got dressed like Khasi warriors and just about burst with joy over that. Next year we should dress
Sunny up and charge tourists to take his pic – he was quite a hit.

Now that they know how to tawk like New Yawkas, I took them to Dominoes to learn how to eat
pizza.
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Lisa
Speaking of teaching people the wrong things, some of you probably remember pix of Lisa from 6 or
seven years ago. That’s her below at 20 years of age and a real free spirit. She dropped by Orina and it
turns out she’s now married with children and has a job as a teacher. She had picked up the (what Ri
calls awful) habit from me of eating PB straight from the jar, so we indulged for auld lang syne.
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All Souls’ Day
On All Soul’s day we found ourselves far from Shillong, in Pongkung. We had cleaned and refurbished
and planted flowers around Ri’s father’s and mother’s graves in preparation for the big annual day of
remembrance, but we skipped the elaborate services in Shillong as we had made a prior commitment to
climb Lum Symper. Lum Symper is the brother-god-mountain of Lum Khyllang, and is the bald one
who threw all his rocks at the tree covered one, and won the fight over…..something…… Anyway,
right before reaching the mountain the road was crowded with folks on foot so I followed them and
landed in the local cemetery. All the graves were freshly painted and adorned.

Even the most modest grave was freshly tended to, and the priest gave a rousing open-air sermon!
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Diwali
October and November are crowded with all the religions’ holidays, amongst them is the Hindus’
Diwali where they decorate their houses like Christmas, feed you like Jewish Grandmas and

set off fireworks like it’s the 4th of July times 10!

For several days it was like living in Aleppo, with round the clock sporadic gunfire punctuated by
enormous booms like artillery bombardments, complete with the showering onto our roof of fragments
of the exploded ordinance.
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The Catholic Procession
After the Hindus and everyone else got done doing their things, there occurred the “Catholic
Procession,” known formally as the Annual Eucharistic Procession, which was huge. Before all the
participants had even left the massive blue (and unusual art deco, no?) cathedral, the head of the march
had made the circuit through town and was already back.

To the casual observer, the absence of any rituals or ceremony other than just showing up in numbers
and marching in the street, makes the pessimist in me think this was mostly just a showing of muscle to
let everyone know who the Big Dog is – the Catholic Church. The optimist in me thought otherwise as
there was lots of singing, by groups from far and near, and a devotional vibe.

There were bands looking like they were from Wales, even some foreign countries represented, and
many of the young women dressed like they were going to parties, but it was mostly a somber affair, a
reminder of the eternal funeral the church is locked into.
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It was a photographer’s dream though as tens of thousands of people, from every tribe, caste, age and
walk of life trouped past. Gaggles of angels in dramatic light.

Even angels make faces.

And such faces there were in the procession! And so many!
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These two children, this being so close to Christmas, were certain they had spied Santa – you know: old,
fat, a red nose. That’s Santa!
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Nongkrem
The King of Smit throws an annual shindig where, among other festivities and formalities, a goat is
disemboweled, and its entrails carefully scrutinized for portents of things to come. First, some dancing,
(No crowds at the beginning – those came on the second day when the big dance happens, which looks
pretty much like the Shad Suk Mynsiem, which you’ve seen.)

to the accompaniment of the raucous tunes of the White Shoe Band.
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Then a march out of the Iing Sat (a fabulous building built without nails), the Queen and Queen-to-be
and dancers and musicians and the king and his entourage marching purposefully through town, with
lots of dancing and the firing of ancient muskets. The crowd now swelling as all the locals join in.

Then a gathering in a public place where the priests take center stage and the gory parts start - first a
chicken is sacrificed, and the gizzards closely examined. Skip the next page if you want to.
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Then the goat gets beheaded, and not with one swift stroke either, but rather a stroke, and then a
struggle to complete the severing in front of a hushed crowd who only exhaled when the head was
finally separated from the body, and then it was presented with reverence to the priest.
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and then somewhere off stage the innards are prepared, and then examined at length with much ado in
public by the priests, the king and his trusted advisers. Lots and lots of rituals and formalities and great
respect shown the animals and the implements, and lots of (all male) dancing and as I look back
through the thousand pix I took that day, this recap hardly does this solemn event justice. Then, the
priest dances,

and finally the King dances as the sun sets, to the accompaniment of thundering old muskets.
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ka Um 2014 Wall Calendar
We published our first professionally printed Wall Calendar this year. It was with no slight trepidation
that I left the printing for the first time to a third party, but they did a great job and we are happy with
the results. It’s 11x17 folded and twice that on the wall when opened. Ri is test marketing it in several
places and has determined that people will buy a calendar, even though all the shopkeeps and other
businesses distribute them in abundance, and that they will pay a price high enough to make a profit on
sales. She is distributing them to everyone here in Shillong and I promise to get as many of you
Calendars as I am physically and financially able to mail out from here. The PO will be back open the
2nd so that arduous process (lots of paperwork, pushy lines, disinterested postal employees working
weird hours) will start then. (In fact, it is now the 4th and after two fruitless journeys out shlepping
some test packages, we are starting over on packaging. We ended up in the Postmaster General’s office
and due to what he calls “obstruction” and I call pilfering, he can’t guarantee delivery unless we wrap
our items in bombproof material, stitch the seams and apply wax to the stitches with our personal seal!
The calendar theme is ka Um (water in Khasi) and here are images of the front and back cover – and it
even comes shrink wrapped! We of course did all the photography – almost every pic from this current
trip – and all the layout and prep for the printer and delivered a finished PDF file of each page. We are
excited, as the kind of calendar sales we are used to in the states, with all those various themes, doesn’t
exist here in this billion-strong market and we see a sizeable potential. And a calendar business makes
the ideal product – people buy them during a narrow time window each year, and then all the product
expires exactly one year later when all those customers will need new ones. And they will need them
around Christmas, and calendars are the perfect gift because if you know your recipient then you can
buy him or her the perfectly themed calendar.
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Christmas
We had our first Christmas here at Orina. Weren’t going to, but at the last minute we decided to stay
here. We scrambled and ended up with a classic American Christmas with presents under a plastic tree,
stockings stuffed by a crackling fire (we couldn’t find stockings, so we hung some Santa hats) and of
course we skipped church to complete the modern experience.

I even pulled one of those “Well, I guess that’s it then, so let’s clean up – hey wait a minute what’s that
under there? – hey, some more presents??! – I wonder what those could be?!” having saved the best
presents for last. (Aibor and Arri, you remember those moments?) Bolti and Sunny, below, enjoying
their new phones!
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Faces
I shall end this with some recent pix of faces.
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Can you see all the individual personalities developing in these darling faces?
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The Bhoi Face
Which brings me to this final subject. When I shoot, what often begins as just an exploration into a
subject, turns into a longer-term effort with an end result in mind. For example, much of my shooting
this year has been for use in the water-centric 2014 Calendar. While editing my pix of the June rice
planting event in Bhoi however, I came across several pictures of a woman of extraordinary beauty. I
had not noticed her at the time, being more focused on the tender green shoots, and trying not to fall
off the narrow ridges of slippery mud between the paddy into the muck and look the fool, and she
hadn’t posed for portraits like many of the other workers. But there she was in my pix, looking like a
Bollywood model dressed to look like a peasant playing a part. Cue the Hindi cinema music!
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When I returned to Kyrdem for the harvesting, I sought her out, and sure enough, once I focused on
her, the true power of her beauty revealed itself. I had to wait till the work crew she was on took a
break from harvesting rice, and then, here came this woman, after working all morning in the hot sun,
rising up out of the paddies, straight backed like she’d practiced walking with a book on her head,
perfectly composed, a direct penetrating gaze, looking unfazed, like she was used to entertaining the
press, unruffled by the howls and comments of her workmates who found both the phareng (me), and
my interest in her, so amusing. No makeup, no jewelry, no hairdo, no fancy clothes, not even shoes.
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So, during the day while covering the harvest, my camera kept returning to this subject as she labored
away in the heat.

And on the way home from the fields to her little bamboo and mud home, I snapped a pic out of our
car window as we flashed by, and she looked likes she was on her way to dinner at the Waldorf!
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I found out a bit about her from the crew boss – in her mid twenties, having married in her early to mid
teens, several children. No one knew her name. So, I started a file and called it “The Bhoi Face.”
Which got me on to my newest project – I call it “Natural Beauties” and I shall endeavor to search out
and to document the lives of women who lead utterly ordinary lives in hidden corners of the world, but
who, with no makeup, no jewelry, no artificial lighting, and no photoshop are as beautiful as any queen
or movie star or glamour model. As I joked with cousin B the other day, while trying to articulate my
interest in this woman’s face, which could be interpreted as something scandalous but is really just a
photographer interested in documenting something, “How’s that for a job description!”
I returned to Kyrdem right before New Year’s to distribute calendars to the workers who had appeared
in the calendar and to personally present her with some in fancy giftwrap. We found her house in the
village of Sohrublei (corn of god?) after some searching,

but there was no one home. (This isn’t quite as intrusive as it seems as she had invited Ri and I over
during the harvesting.) We then found her mom, siblings and various other relatives hanging in another
part of the village, and they fell upon the present, tore it open and examined the calendars. I’m hoping
she gets some shred of what’s left out of that!
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Again, no one, not even her mom, pictured on right below, could think of her real name, until someone
in the gathered crowd shouted out “Liquina!” which is a bit odd as there is no Q in Khasi.

So, still some mysteries to solve – like how did she get to look the way she does? What does her dad
look like? How does she stay so trim and keep her skin so perfect working as a day laborer in the fields
all day and subsisting on a diet of….what? And I’ll need to take more pix of her doing mundane things
like planting beans and washing clothes.
Is it that gaze of hers? I see that gaze elsewhere, like her little sister (above in center with baby) shows
it a bit, and the lovely woman on page 25 above (no, the one on the lower left!) gave the camera that
same look. In fact, when editing my 1,000 pix of the Monolith Festival, there she was in the
background, unnoticed by me at the time, and not focused on. While everyone else studiously avoided
looking at me, she was giving the camera that look!
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And of course, this is playing with fire. My attention can be misinterpreted. Husbands will need to be
dealt with, as will boyfriends and relatives and tongue-waggers, and Rizona will need constant
reminding (and possibly even physical restraint at times!), that I am already married to the greatest
natural beauty (and somewhere stored deeply away in the US in black and white negatives I have
pictures of Ri with no makeup, no jewelry, no fancy clothes, not knowing who I was at the time,
looking at my camera with that same look!) and that this new subject, albeit living and breathing, is no
different than sand patterns, shadows or sunsets, or dew, or reflections, or ka Um. So, for those of you
who have forgotten, and for Ri who edits these things before they go out, and to maintain the ritual of
always somehow sneaking a picture of Ri in a swimsuit into these updates, here’s an old scanned slide
of Ri, my very own natural beauty, that you may never have seen. (and yes, I know there’s makeup and
jewelry and photoshop, but I just don’t have access to my earliest pix, and I need to make this point)

Wow, I really went on about that, didn’t I? There’s no room now to cover the whole “Rice” project.
But I’m quite serious and think it may lead to a marketable series of pix, and after readers see Miley or
Rihanna or Beyonce without makeup one day, they will perhaps rethink the notion of beauty.
Let us know how you are doing!
Lots of Love and Best Wishes to All!

The Jeschkes
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